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Preface

The ability to perform tasks from a distance through teleoperation has the obvious benefit that humans can
be removed from dangerous or remote environments. However, this benefit comes at the cost of our abil-
ity to directly interact with and perceive that environment. Through the use of haptic interfaces, great ad-
vances have been made to help to overcome this perceptual barrier by enabling us to feel these environ-
ments, without ever being present. Haptic Assistance (HA) has provided some additional magic to these
interfaces, as virtual forces can be implemented to guide us in the process of teleoperation. During my in-
ternship at Heemskerk Innovative Technology I got the opportunity to design such a system. However, I
found out this haptic guidance information is often difficult to interpret, especially for inexperienced op-
erators. In an attempt to improve this understanding, literature was investigated to identify what visual
aids have been implemented in shared control teleoperation systems (entire study is available at http:
//repository.tudelft.nl/). It was found that, although many visual cues have been implemented, they
are rarely evaluated, and their implementation in haptic teleoperation is quite rare. In this MSc. thesis I set
out to bridge some of the gaps in this literature, improving our understanding of the design of HA teleopera-
tion interfaces and furthering our ability to perform tasks from a distance.

This thesis is submitted in partial fulfilment for the requirements of my Master’s degree in Biomechanical
Design at the Delft University of Technology. The research presented herein was conducted under the super-
vision of Ir. Jelle Hofland and Dr. Cock J. M. Heemskerk of Heemskerk Innovative Technology B.V., and Prof.
dr. ir. David A. Abbink and Dr. ir. Luka Peternel of the Department of Cognitive Robotics at the Faculty of
Mechanical, Maritime and Materials Engineering.

A. van den Berg
Delft, November 2020
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Visual Feedback for Haptic Assisted
Teleoperation of an Industrial Robot

Alex van den Berg
Supervised by:

Jelle Hofland, Cock J.M. Heemskerk, Luka Peternel, and David A. Abbink

Abstract—Haptic assistance (HA) has been shown to be useful in a wide variety of applications by providing the benefits of
automation while keeping the human in the loop. In recent years, providing additional visual feedback has been found to provide
benefits to HA interfaces by complementing their advantages and mitigating their weaknesses. However, the implementation and
understanding of this interaction are still quite limited. In this study, we provide new insights into this interaction by extending these
findings to the HA teleoperation of an industrial robot, in which the HA is comprised of a set of Virtual Fixtures (VFs). Two methods of
providing additional visual feedback are implemented for the use case of dross removal and are evaluated in a human factors
experiment. The first method is the implementation of a set of visual cues, designed to complement the HA and force feedback. The
second method is the use of a head-mounted display (HMD), instead of a desktop monitor, providing additional depth information and
an increased sense of immersion. Both methods proved to be beneficial, but only in certain aspects of the operation. The visual cues
were found to significantly improve safety in terms of peak collision force, whereas the HMD significantly improves the performance.
Additional analysis suggests the use of an HMD causes improvements in the manipulability of the interface. Furthermore, improved
scores in the van der Laan questionnaires and the user preference indicate an increased user acceptance due to the implementation of
either of the methods. This study provides additional insight into the importance of visual feedback for HA and provides two methods to
take advantage of its potential benefits in the teleoperation of an industrial robot.

Index Terms—Teleoperation, Haptic Assistance, Virtual Fixtures, Haptic Feedback, Visual Feedback, Dross Removal, VR, HMD

F

1 INTRODUCTION

DANGEROUS, remote or unreachable environments such
as nuclear facilities and space stations still require

dexterous tasks such as maintenance to be performed
on-site. In these situations, direct manipulation can be
undesired or simply not possible. Here, teleoperation can
be a solution, as it allows humans to perform dexterous
tasks in such environments while remaining in the loop.
Full automation has been suggested as a solution, but is
not (yet) capable enough to provide satisfactory results.
Although fully autonomous robots can perform very
well on repetitive tasks in standardized environments,
when physically interacting with complex and varying
environments their capabilities are limited [1]. If such a
task would be automated, this can lead to problems such as
misuse, disuse, and abuse, ultimately resulting in a decrease
in satisfaction, performance, and safety [2] [3]. Keeping the
human in the loop offers the ability to overcome these issues
[4], as it allows operators to maintain their judgment, skill,
attention, and ability to resolve unexpected situations [5] [6].

• A. van den Berg is with the Department of Biomechanical Engineering,
Faculty 3mE; Delft University of technology, Mekelweg 2, 2628 CD
Delft, The Netherlands, and with Heemskerk Innovative Technology B.V.,
Mijnbouwstraat 120, 2628 RX Delft, The Netherlands.
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ogy B.V., Mijnbouwstraat 120, 2628 RX Delft, The Netherlands.

• L. Peternel and D.A. Abbink are with the Department of Cognitive
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The major drawback that comes with teleoperation is
that it is much more difficult than direct manipulation due
to delays, limited sensory feedback, as well as a mismatch
in view-points [7] [8]. This results in a limited performance,
accuracy, and situational awareness [9] (which is critical for
producing effectual robot behavior [10]). Supplying opera-
tors with haptic feedback from the environment has been
shown to help in this regard, leading to improved task
performance [11] [12] and reduced workload [13]. However,
accurately rendering these forces often proves difficult due
to technical reasons [14] and full transparency has not yet
been achieved.
Haptic Assistance (HA) has been shown to be a promis-
ing compromise between manual teleoperation and full
automation [15] [14]. In HA, guidance forces are provided
to the operator using a haptic interface, with the goal
of intuitively combining human intelligence and creativity
with the benefits of automation systems [17]. One way in
which HA can be supplied is in the form of virtual fixtures
[18] (VFs). VFs are software generated force and position
signals that can be either pushing the operator away from
designated areas (forbidden region virtual fixtures, or FRVF)
or guiding the operator along some desired path (guidance
virtual fixtures, or GVF) [19]. HA has been successfully
implemented in teleoperation to aid in protecting areas
using FRVFs [19] [20] and in providing guidance to a certain
reference position or path using GVFs [21] [22]. This has led
to improvements such as increasing task performance and
accuracy, and reducing mental workload.
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1.1 Problem Statement

Despite the benefits brought by HA, part of the issues
found in human-automation interaction remain unsolved
[23]. One of these issues is inappropriate trust in the
automation, potentially leading to inappropriate reliance.
This in turn can cause problems such as misuse and disuse
of the automation, as previously mentioned. Additionally,
the implementation of HA introduces conflicts between the
human and automation. These conflicts occur when the
intention of the automation and the human are misaligned.
Though not always the case, these conflicts are generally
undesired [24] as they can lead to a deterioration in
situational awareness and reliance [2] [25].

These issues can be summarized to arise from two
separate problems: either the human does not understand
the automation, or the automation does not understand
the human [15]. This mismatch in understanding has been
found in several HA interfaces, and is thought to be the
cause of a low user acceptance [26] [20] [27]. As the degree of
automation increases, it becomes critical that the operator
has access to information about what the automated agents
are doing and what they will be doing next [28]. Failure to
provide this information may lead to operators experiencing
difficulty in getting the automation to do what they want
and have a poor understanding of how the automation
works. However, the amount of information complexity
that can be shared through haptic forces is limited [29]
[30]. Consequently, as more information is being conveyed
through these haptic forces, the information may become
ambiguous and more difficult to interpret, potentially
resulting in the problems stated above.

Only recently, researchers have started investigating
how visual feedback can be used to provide operators with
the information needed for solving these problems. The
two main methods of how this is achieved are by either
providing visual cues or by changing the type of display
that is used.
The implementation of visual cues in HA interfaces has
been found to result in improvements in user acceptance,
safety, and performance in the aviation [31] [20], automotive
[29] [32], and neurosurgery [27] domains. Although the
use of visual cues in HA looks promising, their effects and
implementation in HA teleoperation (especially that of an
industrial robot) has, to the best of author’s knowledge, not
yet been investigated.

The HA in this study is comprised of a set of VFs,
designed to guide and safeguard the operation only in key
areas for the described use case of dross removal (Section
2.6). To complement these VFs (and other sources of haptic
feedback) a set of visual cues is proposed and their effects
are evaluated (Section 2.3). Their design has been based
on previous work, where available, and will be further
explained in Section 2.

Another promising method of providing operators with
additional information using visual feedback is the im-
plementation of a Head-Mounted Display (HMD). HMDs

provide more depth information [33], which is an important
factor in teleoperation [9]. Additionally, HMDs allow for an
increased sense of immersion, which improves teleoperation
performance [34] [35].
The use of HMDs in teleoperation has gained popularity
in the last few years, resulting in improvements in perfor-
mance and user acceptance [36] [37] [38]. However, most of
these methods have used the hand tracking of the virtual
reality (VR) interface as an input method. As a result, these
methods can not take advantage of (grounded) force feed-
back, impeding the implementation of HA. The effect of the
use of an HMD in combination with HA is not trivial and is
also, to the best of author’s knowledge, not yet investigated.
One possible reason for this is that using a haptic interface
in combination with an HMD comes with the additional
challenge that operators are not able to directly see the
haptic interface they use.
This study proposes a way to overcome this challenge by
supplying the operator with a virtual representation of this
haptic interface. Using this method, the effects of the imple-
mentation of an HMD in HA teleoperation are evaluated.

1.2 Research Objectives
In this study, we propose two novel methods of improving
visual feedback in HA teleoperation of an industrial robot
using VFs. The first method is the implementation of a
set of visual cues, specifically designed to complement the
HA in the proposed use case (Section 2.3). The second
method is the implementation of an HMD instead of a
desktop monitor. Both methods, and the interaction between
them, have been evaluated in a two-way human factors
experiment, performed in a virtual environment. The HA is
implemented in the form of VFs, based on previous research
for similar interfaces.
Furthermore, with the evaluation of these two methods, we
aim to provide new insights into the importance of visual
feedback design in HA teleoperation. Lastly, some recom-
mendations will be made, regarding their applicability for
the proposed use case.

1.3 Hypotheses
Based on the related work, it was hypothesized that the
implementation of the visual cues would help operators to
improve in both task performance and safety of the operation,
as well as to increase user acceptance (H1). Similarly, it was
hypothesized that the use of an HMD over the desktop
monitor would help to improve task performance and user
acceptance (H2). Note that no safety improvements are ex-
pected, as there is no evidence found for this in previous
research.
Furthermore, it was hypothesized that there is no interaction
between these factors, such that these improvements are
present, regardless of the state of the other factor (H3). The
rationale behind this last hypothesis is that even though
the information by the visual cues and the HMD partially
overlap (both provide additional depth information), each
of the methods has its own benefits. The main additional
benefit of visual cues is that they provide information about
the forces and the VFs, whereas the HMD provides a better
sense of immersion.
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Fig. 1. Pictures of the experiment setup. The particpant is holding the
stylus of the Touch haptic device and is wearing the HTC Vive HMD.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants
Sixteen participants (4 female, 12 male) between 20 and
52 years old (M = 24.8, SD = 7.6) volunteered for the
experiment. All participants gave their informed consent
prior to the experiment. The setup and experiments were ap-
proved by the local ethics committee of the Delft University
of Technology. Additionally, participants were asked how
much experience they had with teleoperation. In response,
6 participants reported to have never done it, 2 have about
1 hour of experience, 6 have about 10 hours of experience,
and 2 have about 1 day of the experience. Additionally, the
participants were asked about their experience with video
gaming. Most participants have more than 10 weeks of
experience (12 participants), 2 participants reported to have
about 10 weeks of experience and the last 2 participants
reported to have about 10 hours of gaming experience.

2.2 Apparatus
The experiment was performed using the Touch Haptic
Device by 3D Systems1 (shown in Figure 1). This is a 6-DOF
commanding haptic device that provides force feedback in
3-DOF (translations). The device has a workspace of 160
width x 120 height x 70 depth mm. It has a resolution of
about 0.055 mm and can exert a maximum force of 3.3 N.
The HMD device is an HTC Vive 2. It has a resolution of
1080 x 1200 pixels per eye, a refresh rate of 90Hz, and a field
of view of 110 degrees. The desktop monitor is a regular 23”
desktop monitor with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels, and
a 60Hz refresh rate. Both are shown in Figure 1.
The simulation was built and ran using Unity Game Engine
(ver. 2019.3.9f1), on a desktop with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660 Ti
GPU, resulting in a refresh/sampling rate of about 100Hz.

2.3 Use Case
The task that has been chosen for this study is the removal
of dross from the zinc bath in a continuous galvanizing line
(CGL). Dross is a floating, solid contamination in the zinc
bath that needs to be removed to maintain a high-quality
coating. Its removal is a labor-intensive job with poor

1. https://www.3dsystems.com/haptics-
devices/touch/specifications

2. https://developer.vive.com/resources/knowledgebase/vive-
specs/

work conditions, potential safety hazards, and difficulty in
controlling operating costs and quality [39]. Furthermore,
the environment is subject to changes, such as the liquid
metals solidifying on the tools and environment and the
fluctuation of liquid level in the zinc bath. Additionally,
failing to adequately perform this dross removal operation
could result in big financial losses.
These properties make it so that this task can potentially
benefit from HA teleoperation, making it a suitable use case
for this study.

2.4 Task Description
Participants were instructed to remove as much dross
as they can within the time limit of five minutes while
ensuring safe operation. An overview of the simulated
environment is shown in Figure 2.

The dross is removed by controlling the industrial robot
using the Touch Haptic Device. The control point is set to
the wrist joint of the scoop (as if you are holding the scoop
at the end of the rod). Using the scoop, the dross particles
are removed from the zinc bath, and deposited into one of
the two dross deposit bins.
The participants are instructed to cause as little disturbance
to the bath as they can. This is important, as this disturbance
leads to a deterioration of the quality of the coating applied
in the galvanization process. Participants are informed this
disturbance is minimized by minimizing the submerged
volume of the scoop, and the velocity with which the scoop
is moved through the bath. Furthermore, participants are in-
structed to try to avoid collisions and minimize the collision
force when collisions do occur. Additionally, participants are
instructed to move slowly and carefully and are enforced to
do this in two ways. The first is that when moving quickly
the dross particles ”spill out” of the scoop, and the second
is that fast movements result in high collision forces when a
collision does occur (something which they are instructed to
avoid). Lastly, two boundary conditions (BCs) are set, which
will stop the current repetition if they are violated. These
BCs are:

• Maximum collision force. In the real application, large
collision forces might damage the robot and its sur-
roundings. For this reason, a maximum collision
force of 40 N is set. The value of this maximum is
set in such a way that it is not easily exceeded by
accident, as long as the robot is operated in a slow
and controlled manner.

• Collision with the steel strip. If in a real CGL the robot
would collide with the steel strip, it would damage
the strip and potentially result in an shutdown of
the entire galvanizing line, resulting in big financial
losses. In the experiment, touching the steel strip
stops the current repetition. The HA pushes the
operator away from the steel strip. Nonetheless, they
might be motivated to approach it, as there are dross
particles in close proximity.

2.5 Design of Simulated Environment
The entire environment and input/output devices are
set-up within the Unity game engine. Virtual models of
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the environment and robot are imported into the scene
and are assigned physics colliders so that they can interact
with each other. The robot model is a (ROS-Industrial)
URDF of an ABB 66403, imported using the ROS# plugin4.
The graphics and layout were designed to be a realistic
representation of the environment for dross removal,
while keeping the rendering and computational costs to
a minimum. Because of this, the simulation is able to run
with about 100 frames per second, ensuring stability and
comfort when using the HMD and haptic device.

The dross particles are implemented using the Obi
Fluid5 Unity asset and tweaked to most accurately resemble
actual dross behavior. There is a total of 750 dross particles
placed in the bath. This number is chosen such that a skilled
operator is able to remove about half the dross within the
given time limit. This is important because it challenges
operators to remove the dross from all areas in the bath,
without running out of dross before the time limit is passed
and thus preventing ceiling effects in the resulting data.

The Touch haptic device was integrated within Unity
using a slightly modified version of the 3D Systems’ official
OpenHaptics Unity plugin6. This plugin communicates
directly with the device drivers, maintaining high refresh
rates. The plugin was modified such that upon pressing
a button on the stylus of the haptic device, a connection
is made between the haptic device’s stylus and the wrist
joint of the robot (see Figure 3), coupling their movements
and rotations relative to the point at which this connection
has been made. The (translational) workspace of the haptic
device is scaled in such a way that the operator could
perform most of the task while maintaining the connection
between the slave and master. However, operators are
motivated to decouple and recouple while performing the
task, so that they can maintain a comfortable hand/wrist
posture. By toggling this connection, operators are able to
”scroll through” their workspace, akin to picking up and
placing a computer mouse.

Additional information regarding the simulation envi-
ronment, along with video and download links can be found
in Appendix A.

2.5.1 HMD Implementation
The virtual camera linked to the HMD is positioned in the
environment such that when seated in a natural position,
its location and orientation approximately matches that of
the static virtual camera (used for the condition with the
desktop monitor).
When viewing the environment through the HMD, a virtual
model of the Touch haptic device is shown (as seen in Figure
2). This virtual object consists of an imported 3D model7,
whose virtual position and current end-effector pose is
linked to that of the real device. In this way, the operator

3. https://github.com/ros-industrial/abb/
4. https://github.com/siemens/ros-sharp/
5. http://obi.virtualmethodstudio.com/
6. https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/integration/

3d-systems-openhaptics-unity-plugin-134024
7. https://grabcad.com/library/omni-phantom-1

Fig. 2. An overview of the simulated environment, where the top figure
shows the point of view during operation, and the bottom figure shows
this same environment viewed from above. In the top figure, the red
border is part of the visual cues (explained in Section 2.7.3). The white
grid in the bottom figure has a 1 m x 1 m spacing and is shown here
for scale reference. The white lines originating from point 6 show a
camera view for the monitor condition (resulting in the view in the top
figure). The important objects are numbered for easy reference. 1: The
controlled industrial robot. 2: The scoop that is attached to this robot.
3: The zinc bath containing the dross particles. 4: The bins where the
dross is deposited into. 5: The steel strip running through the bath. 6:
The virtual representation of the Touch haptic device. This object was
not visible when viewing the scene on the desktop monitor. 7: A window
showing how much time has passed. When using the desktop monitor,
this same window is shown in the top left corner of the screen.

can intuitively see, and interact with the haptic device when
using an HMD, even when it can’t be seen directly.

2.5.2 Haptic Feedback

The haptic feedback of the virtual environment is calculated
within Unity using a virtual spring. A virtual point is linked
to the robot’s wrist (point A in Figure 3) using a fixed joint
in Unity. When forces are exerted on the robot, this joint
”stretches”. The OpenHaptics plugin models the stretching
of this joint as a linear spring in order to calculate the haptic
feedback forces. Additionally, some damping is added to
the resulting forces, both on the slave side, as well as the
master side. On the slave side, this damping is applied using
a linear and angular drag force, applied to all rigid bodies
that are part of the controlled robot. On the master side, this
damping is calculated using the velocity of the stylus (the
pen-like device held by the participant), with a damping
coefficient of 0.333 N s/m. The other parameters used in
the calculation of these forces are tweaked in such a way
that the environment interactions can be felt clearly, without
control feeling ”sluggish”, and without causing instabilities.
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Fig. 3. The scoop attached to the industrial robot. The two red spheres
show the locations for which the VFs are activated where A is the wrist
joint and B is the scoop. The green volume, consisting of small spheres
near location B represent the voxels that are used to approximate the
submerged volume of the scoop.

2.6 Design of Haptic Assistance
The HA is supplied in the form of VFs. Guidance forces
are applied only in key areas to aid in difficult parts of the
task but do not influence movement elsewhere. All forces
are exerted on the master side, directly using the haptic
device (i.e. not by applying a virtual force to the scoop).
The damping is applied to the slave side. This is done by
applying a damping force to the scoop based on its linear
velocity in the direction of the applied guidance force.
The damping constant was tweaked in such a way that no
instabilities occurred, without the control feeling ”sluggish”.

The GVFs above the dross bins apply a force so that
the scoop (point B in Figure 3) is pulled towards a point
located above the center of the dross deposit bin (e.g. [21]).
This force helps in keeping the scoop centered above the bin
when depositing the dross. The guidance force is calculated
by:

FV F =





k(d− d0)(1− d−dt

dg
), if dt < d ≤ dt + dg

k(d− d0), if d ≤ dt

0, otherwise

(1)

Here, d is the distance between the tip of the scoop and
the guidance point above the dross deposit bin, k is the
spring stiffness, d0 is the rest length of the spring, dt is the
trigger distance from which the force is triggered, and dg
is the gradient distance. This gradient distance allows the
force to gradually build-up to the force applied at dt. This
is done so that the operator does not experience a sudden
shock because the guidance force jumps to its maximum
value.

FRVFs act as an artificial force field, pushing the operator
away from dangerous areas (e.g. [40]). The magnitude of
this force is calculated using the same equation as the
GVFs (Equation 1). However, in this case, d is the distance
between the wrist or the scoop (point A, B in Figure 3
respectively), and the boundary of the forbidden region. If
both the wrist and the tip of the scoop are within the trigger
distance dt, their resulting forces are summed.
The values of these parameters for both the GVF and FRVFs
are shown in Table 1.

The GVF in the bath acts as a sort of buoyancy, in which
a force is applied upwards, pushing the scoop out of the
bath. The magnitude of this force is scaled with the volume
of the scoop that is submerged in the bath. This volume
is approximated with the use of voxels (volumetric pixels).

TABLE 1
The parameters used for the guidance forces of the VFs.

k (N/m) d0 (m) dt (m) dg (m)
Bin GVF 2.75 0 0.2 0.1
FRVFs 4.5 0.3 0.3 0

Fig. 4. The visual cues representing the feedback forces and their
magnitudes. Here, a) shows the FRVF force cue, b) shows the GVF
force cue above the dross deposit bins, c) shows the collision force cue.

Each game update, an array of (1234) evenly spaced voxels
(represented by the green balls in Figure 3) is checked to
find the fraction of voxels that is below the bath surface. The
magnitude of the guidance force is equal to this submerged
fraction multiplied by the constant α = 1.5. The rationale
behind the design of this GVF is that it is important the bath
is disturbed as little as possible. Similar to the guidance
force, the disturbance also scales with the submerged vol-
ume. In this way, the operator receives (indirect) feedback
about the bath disturbance and is motivated to keep this
disturbance to a minimum. One example of how this is
achieved is by using only the front edge of the scoop when
gathering (scraping) dross particles in a certain location,
before scooping them.

2.7 Design of Visual Feedback
A scene view with the visual cues enabled is seen in Figure
2. In the experimental conditions in which the visual cues
are disabled, the visual cues described in this section would
not be present. Most of the cues are designed to inform
the operator about the haptic feedback currently being
experienced. More specifically, they inform the operator
of where the force originates from, and visualizes the
magnitude of that force. Additionally, they supply the
operator with spatial cues, designed to improve spatial, and
situational awareness.

One additional visual cue is implemented, which serves
purely as a spatial cue. This cue shows the position of the
tip of the scoop, projected in the direction of gravity, as seen
in Figure 2. A semitransparent, green, dashed line is drawn
up until the first surface it hits. At the end of this line, a
green circle with a radius of 0.025 m is shown.

The remainder of visual cues are related to the different
types of forces that can be experienced. Each of these are
visually represented by specialized visual cues and will be
explained in the remainder of this section.

2.7.1 Collision Force Visualization
If the scoop collides with another object, a red ring will
appear at the place of the collision, as shown in Figure
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4c. The radius of this ring is linearly dependent on the
magnitude of the collision force, with a minimum of 0.15 m
(see the grid in Figure 2 for a scale reference). This scaling
is such that at the maximum collision force (Section 2.4) the
radius is 1.1 m. Besides informing operators about if and
where they are colliding, this cue potentially helps operators
make a better judgement about the amount of force they are
applying to the environment when colliding [41].

2.7.2 Virtual Fixture Visualization
All VFs are visualized in the environment, as shown in
Figure 2. The semitransparent yellow boxes show the
boundaries of the FRVFs, while the semitransparent purple
areas show the GVFs. This part of the cue is inspired by the
work of Giulietti et al. [42], in which the forbidden regions
are visualized to improve safety for piloting a remotely
piloted vehicle.

Furthermore, if a VF is activated (guidance force is
nonzero), an additional cue appears on the location at
which this VF is currently active. For the FRVFs and the
GVF in the bath, this cue consists of a bright circle, overlaid
onto the VF visualization, as shown in Figure 4a. The
radius of the circle in the center is dependent on the current
magnitude of the guidance force. The outer ring represents
the maximum guidance force possible for this VF. If
this maximum guidance force is reached and the whole
circle is filled, it will start to blink. In this way, operators
are informed of where the force comes from and what
its magnitude is. Additionally, operators are (indirectly)
informed of how close they are to the boundary of the
virtual fixture. This visual cue is in part inspired by the
work of Nakazawa et al. [27], in which proximity to the to
a cone-shaped boundary in a deep and narrow surgery task
is visualized using a semicircle on the edges of the screen.
Furthermore, visualizing the operational boundaries, and
the controlled systems’ current relation to them, has been
shown to bring benefits in automotive [29], and aviation
domain [20]. This cue is designed to bring a similar visual
cue, but applied to the teleoperation of an industrial robot.

The GVF above the bins is different, as it consists of
a single point. The GVF itself is visualized by a purple
sphere, centered onto the guidance point that it represents.
The radius of this sphere is the trigger distance described in
Section 2.6. Unlike the other two VF cues, this cue doesn’t
show the magnitude of the applied force, but simply lights
up an area around the point on the scoop on which the
GVF acts, as shown in Figure 4b. This area lights up slightly
before the scoop gets close enough to activate it, so that the
guidance force and its direction can be anticipated.

The appearance of these visual cues and the way in
which they is coded is further explained in Appendix A
and Appendix B.

2.7.3 Workspace Visualization
During teleoperation, there are two workspaces to take
into account: that of the industrial robot, and that of the
Touch haptic device. Reaching the limits of either of the two
workspaces results in a force experienced by the operator.

Because of this, both of these forces are visualized using
visual cues.

If the workspace limits of the robot are reached, the
force feedback behaves the same as when a collision with
the environment occurs. The controlled point can not pull
the robot any further, and so a force pulls it back within the
workspace limits. The workspace for the robot is visualized
to inform the operator of this limit. The visualization of this
resulting force behaves in the same way as described for
the FRVFs and GVF in the bath discussed in the previous
section, and the design choices here follow the same
rationale.

The limits of the haptic device feel different, as the stylus
can’t move any further. Nonetheless, it can be difficult to
recognize this difference during operation. To draw atten-
tion to the fact that the devices’ workspace limits have been
reached, a red border shows up in the direction in which
the limits have been reached, or are about to be reached.
Here the up, down, left and right limits correspond to the
lighting up of the top, bottom, left and right border of the
screen, respectively. When the back and front limits (close to
and away from the operator) are reached, all four borders
of the screen light up, as seen in Figure 2. When the HMD
was used, this cue is shown as a floating square in front of
the operator, as if wearing some sort of spectacle. The size
of this square is such that it doesn’t block the central vision
while remaining visible when looking at the center of the
display.
This visual cue is inspired by the work of Galambos et
al. [43], in which the peripheral field of vision is used to
display a visualization of the grasping force. The study
shows that humans can extract information using peripheral
vision independently from the central vision, as long as the
information is easy to interpret.

2.8 Experimental Design

The effect of the two independent variables was evaluated in
a counterbalanced 2 (Display: Monitor vs. HMD) x 2 (Cues:
With vs. Without) within-subjects design. In other words,
there is a total of four experimental conditions, which for
ease of reference are abbreviated as:

• MN: Monitor display, and No visual cues
• MC: Monitor display, and with visual Cues
• HN: HMD, and No visual cues
• HC: HMD, and with visual Cues

These conditions were ordered according to an incomplete
counterbalanced measures design. Prior to the experiment
participants read and signed an informed consent form
(Appendix D). They received a separate document detailing
this consent form (Appendix C). This document gives
an overview of the experiment, its purpose, risks and its
procedure. Afterwards, they received a training session
of about 10 minutes, in which they were able to toggle
the presence of each of the haptic and visual cues, and
switch between displays. This control is enabled through
a simple user interface (UI) with buttons. Additionally,
this UI provided information boxes about the purpose
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and functionality of each cue. As they practiced with the
interface, they are informed to also try out the boundary
conditions defined in Section 2.4. Furthermore, participants
are instructed to minimize the collision forces and the
disturbance to the bath. Once the participant was confident
in their ability to use the interface, and had a clear
understanding of the experiment, a short questionnaire is
filled out, in which the participant’s demographics were
collected.
After this, participants started with the first condition,
where the current experimental condition was displayed
on the screen. The current repetition only started when the
haptic device is first connected to the robot (as explained in
Section 2.5).

First, a practice repetition of five minutes was
performed, in which participants familiarized themselves
with the current interface, and practiced their scooping
strategy. Participants were requested to take this repetition
as seriously as a real repetition, so that they are able to
familiarize with all aspects of the operation. After this, the
participant performed two real repetitions, which together
will be used for the calculations of the dependent measures.
If one of the repetitions had failed (due to violating one
of the BCs), only that repetition was stopped. After each
repetition, participants were informed of the amount of
dross they had removed, after which a short break (of at
least one minute) was started. Participants were allowed to
take longer breaks if they wanted to, and were asked only
to continue when they felt rested. After all three repetitions,
the participants were asked to fill out a Van der Laan
questionnaire [44] to assess the usefulness and satisfaction of
the interface as a whole. These steps were repeated for each
of the experimental conditions (four times in total).

After the last Van der Laan questionnaire was completed,
participants were asked to fill out one final questionnaire.
This questionnaire consisted of four questions. First, they
were asked what was difficult about this task (Q1). The next
question asked what experimental conditions they liked the
most (Q2), and why (Q3). Lastly, they were asked if they
had any additional remarks (Q4). The total experiment,
including the training and filling out the questionnaires took
approximately 2 hours per participant. All questionnaires
are displayed in Appendix E.

2.9 Dependent Measures
All data was recorded within Unity game engine and was
logged every frame update. The two repetitions performed
for each condition are combined for the calculation of the
dependent measures. If a repetition is shortened because
the BCs were violated, the data for this repetition is still
included, but that trial simply lasted shorter. In other
words, failing a repetition shortened the amount of time
that participants had to remove dross from the bath. The
calculated dependent measures have been categorized into
performance, safety, and user acceptance.

2.9.1 Performance
• Percentage of Dross Removed (%). Dross is considered

removed, only when the particles have been de-

posited into one of the two bins. The total amount of
dross removed over the two repetitions is divided by
the total amount of dross present in those repetitions
(1500 particles). This is used as the main performance
measure.

• Average Bath Disturbance (-). The bath disturbance
is approximated by multiplying the fraction of the
submerged volume (as used by the GVF in the bath,
described in Section 2.6) with the velocity of the
end of the scoop (point B, shown in Figure 3). The
resulting value is averaged over time. Participants
were instructed that for this task, it is important
to minimize this measure by submerging the scoop
only as much as is necessary, especially while mak-
ing large motions through the bath. The resulting
scores are used as a measure for the performance,
as a high disturbance will lead to unsatisfactory
results in the galvanizing process, regardless of the
amount of dross that is removed. Additionally, this
measure provides an indication of the accuracy with
which the task can be performed, as minimizing this
measure requires operators to maintain an accurate
distance to the liquid level.

2.9.2 Safety
• Number of repetitions failed. Repetitions fail and are

stopped if the boundary conditions are violated. Be-
sides counting this number, the failure of a repetition
is reflected in the performance measures as well, as
this failure leads to participants having less time to
perform the operation.

• Peak collision Force (N). Participants are instructed to
minimize the collision forces. The peak collision force
gives an indication of how close they got to failing
the trial as a result of environment collisions. The
peak collision force is the maximum exerted force
over both repetitions. This value is used as the main
safety measure.

• Minimum distance to steel strip (m). Collision with
the steel strip results in big financial losses. For this
reason, if this occurred during the experiment, that
repetition fails and is stopped immediately. As such,
getting close to the steel strip is risky, and the mini-
mum distance to the steel strip gives an indication of
the amount of risk that of the operation.

2.9.3 User Acceptance
• Preferred Condition. In the final questionnaire, partic-

ipants are asked which experimental condition they
preferred.

• Van der Laan Questionnaire. The user acceptance of the
interface is assessed using the Van der Laan accep-
tance questionnaire [44], by evaluating participant
reported usefulness and satisfaction scores. Partici-
pants were specifically instructed to rate the interface
as a whole (the cues, the display, the haptic interface,
and the haptic feedback and guidance).

2.10 Statistical Analyses
The statistical analyses were done using a two-way repeated
measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA) [45]. When
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Percentage of dross removed (main performance measure),
(b) Maximum collision force (main safety measure). The marks denote
significance, where • p ≤ 0.05, •• p ≤ 0.01, ••• p ≤ 0.001

interaction effects are significant, a post-hoc analysis is done
to re-evaluate the main effects. For the parametric data, this
is done using an independent samples t-test, and for the
nonparametric data, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used.
Data were checked for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test
[46] on each combination of the independent variables. Data
sets that did not pass this test were transformed using the
Aligned Rank Transform, as described by Wobbrock et al.
[47], using the ARTool 8.
Results were regarded as statistically significant when p ≤
0.05.

3 RESULTS

In this section, the experimental results are presented in
accordance with the dependent measures as explained in
Section 2.9. Table 2 shows the means and standard devi-
ations for all dependent measures, along with the results
of the two way RM ANOVA. The most important results
are discussed in the text in this section, though for the full
details of the statistical analysis, the reader is referred to
Table 2. As only one measure required post-hoc pairwise
analysis (satisfaction score), its results are presented in the
text in Section 3.3. The results of the Shapiro Wilk test for all
data sets are reported in Appendix F.

3.1 Performance

For the percentage of dross removed, there was a significant
main effect of the display, F (1, 15) = 9.68, p = 0.007 (Table
2; Figure 5a). This effect was such that with the HMD a
significantly higher percentage of dross was removed than
with the monitor. No statistically significant main effect
of the cues (p = 0.74), and no statistically significant
interaction effect (p = 0.72) was found for this measure.
Furthermore, no significant effects were found for the av-
erage bath disturbance (Table 2). However, it is noteworthy
that the means of the bath disturbance show a slight, but
insignificant decrease with the implementation of the visual
cues (p = 0.10).

8. http://depts.washington.edu/acelab/proj/art/index.html

Fig. 6. Van der Laan acceptance scores [44]; on the horizontal axis the
satisfying dimension and on the vertical axis the usefulness dimension.
Scores are in the range of (-2,2). The center points are the median
values, and the colored lines show 25% percentile ranges. Additional
details are stated in Table 2.

3.2 Safety

Out of the combined total of repetitions of all participants
and all conditions (128 repetitions), a total of 6 have failed
due to a violation of one of the boundary conditions. All
failed repetitions occurred during the conditions without
visual cues, where 3 occurred with the HMD (HN) and 3
occurred with the desktop monitor (MN). Only in one of
these repetitions the failure was caused by a collision with
the steel strip, which occurred during the MN condition.

For the peak collision force, a significant effect of the
cues is found F (1, 15) = 22.19, p = .0003 (Table 2; Figure
5b). This effect is such that the peak collision force was
significantly lower with visual cues compared to without
them. However, no such effect was found for the type of
display (p = 0.61), and no significant interaction effect was
found (p = 0.29).
Furthermore, no significant effects were found for the mini-
mum distance to the steel strip (Table 2).

3.3 User Acceptance

Out of the 16 participants, 12 participants preferred the HC
condition (Section 2.8). The other 4 participants were evenly
divided over the MC and HN conditions. Furthermore, both
the implementation of the HMD and the visual cues sig-
nificantly improve both the satisfaction and the usefulness
scores (Table 2; Figure 6).
However, the interaction effect of the satisfaction score was
also significant, F (1, 15) = 5.03,p = 0.04. A pairwise post-
hoc comparison reveals a significant effect of the visual cues,
only when the HMD was not used (MC-MN: p = 0.0048,
HC-HN: p = 0.071). Likewise, the effect of the imple-
mentation of the HMD is only significant when the visual
cues are not implemented (MN-HN: p = 0.0015, MC-HC:
p = 0.173).
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TABLE 2
Means (M), standard deviations (SD), and results of the two way repeated measures ANOVA for each dependent measure. Significant effects

(p ≤ 0.05) are printed in bold. Condition abbreviations are described in Section 2.8.

Conditions RM ANOVA, F(1,15)
Measures MN MC HN HC Cues Display Interaction

Performance
Percentage Dross Removed
(%)

M
SD

25.28
14.89

25.36
11.54

30.12
14.53

31.73
12.46

p = 0.7425

F = 0.11

p = 0.0072

F = 9.68

p = 0.7174

F = 0.13

Average Bath Disturbance
(volume fraction ·m/s)

M
SD

2.21 · 10−2

1.68 · 10−2

1.72 · 10−2

0.96 · 10−2

1.96 · 10−2

1.39 · 10−2

1.73 · 10−2

1.03 · 10−2

p = 0.1043

F = 2.99

p = 0.1882

F = 1.90

p = 0.3589

F = 0.95

Safety
Number of failed trials
(Count)

3 0 3 0

Peak collision force
(N)

M
SD

26.40
7.59

22.62
6.61

27.89
9.13

19.89
6.30

p = 0.0003

F = 22.19

p = 0.6116

F = 0.27

p = 0.2917

F = 1.19

Min. distance to steel strip
(m)

M
SD

0.57
0.20

0.71
0.27

0.64
0.30

0.63
0.23

p = 0.1399

F = 2.43

p = 0.3518

F = 0.92

p = 0.5342

F = 0.41

User Acceptance
Preferred Condition
(Count)

0 2 2 12

Satisfaction score*
(-2,2)

M
SD

0.28
0.52

1.13
0.72

0.98
0.49

1.25
0.69

p = 0.0012

F = 15.84

p = 0.0010

F = 16.76

p = 0.0405

F = 5.03

Usefulness score*
(-2,2)

M
SD

-0.09
0.76

0.50
0.56

0.70
0.48

0.81
0.58

p = 0.0100

F = 8.68

p < 0.0001

F = 42.61

p = 0.1316

F = 2.54

* Shapiro-Wilk test violated, data transformed using aligned rank transformation [47].

4 DISCUSSION

This study proposes two methods to provide the operators
with additional information through the visual channel
with the goal of complementing HA enabled teleoperation.
Both proposed methods (implementation of visual cues,
and the use of an HMD instead of a desktop monitor)
provide spatial cues. Additionally, the visual cues provide
information regarding the HA, and other forces felt
during operation. In contrast, the HMD provides operators
with a better sense of immersion. To understand the
efficacy of these methods in the proposed interface their
implementation is evaluated based on performance, safety
and user acceptance.

All hypotheses were found to be partially confirmed
and partially rejected. H1 was partially confirmed in that
user acceptance was improved by the implementation of
visual cues, though safety was only partially improved,
and the hypothesis of the improvement in performance
was rejected. The hypothesis H2 was confirmed in that
the use of an HMD improved user acceptance, although
the hypothesized improvement in performance was only
partially confirmed.
The hypothesis H3 of the absence of an interaction effect
was confirmed for all measures, except for the satisfaction
score. This suggests that, as hypothesized, the two visual
feedback methods have some unique benefits, and (when
an effect is found) result in improvements regardless of the
presence of the other method. The exception to this result is
discussed below, in Section 4.4.

The implications of these results and their relation to
previous research will be discussed in the remainder of this

section. The answers to the final questionnaire have been
used to motivate the discussion of these results. This has
led to the supplementary analysis and discovery of some
unforeseen effects, which are discussed in Section 4.1.

4.1 Supplementary Analysis: The Effect of the Display
Type on Manipulability
In the final questionnaire, the majority (9 participants) re-
ported the control of the robot, specifically controlling the
orientation of the scoop, to be a major source of difficulty
(Q1). A likely reason for this is the asymmetry in the
workspace and mechanical structure between the haptic
device and the robot. This provokes operators to frequently
toggle the master/slave connection, as a result of which the
orientation of the scoop and that of the pen rarely coincide.
Participants were also asked to explain their choice of pre-
ferred experimental condition (Q3). The two most common
reasons given for the preference of the HMD are that (1) op-
erators experienced a better spatial/situational awareness,
making it easier to navigate around difficult areas (stated
by 9 participants), and (2) operators reported an increased
sense of immersion, felt more present, and experienced the
control of the robot to feel more intuitive/natural (stated
by 5 participants). These comments suggest that potentially,
these problems in manipulability were mitigated when us-
ing an HMD. To verify these statements and gain additional
insights on the results discussed in this section, an extra
data analysis was done on (1) the average velocity, and (2)
the average amount of dross particles per dross deposit.

4.1.1 Average Velocity
The two-way RM ANOVA of the average velocity reveals
that indeed there was a statistically significant main effect
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of the display, F (1, 15) = 5.71, p = 0.0304, such that the
average velocity is higher when using an HMD, compared
to using a desktop monitor. No significance was found for
the main effect of the cues (F (1, 15) = 2.81, p = 0.1145),
or the interaction effect (F (1, 15) = 0.08, p = 0.7856). The
means±the standard deviations for the MN, MC, HN, HC
conditions were 0.45 ± 0.08, 0.44 ± 0.09, 0.47 ± 0.09, and
0.45± 0.08 m/s respectively.
This result suggests that with the HMD, operators had an
easier time navigating the environment, and were able to
move slightly (but significantly) faster as a result.

4.1.2 Average Scoop Size

Appropriately orienting the scoop is absolutely critical for
scooping dross from the bath. Because of this, the reported
difficulty in controlling the orientation of the scoop will
likely result in a lower number of scoops and/or less dross
particles being collected each scoop.
These results are calculated by finding the timestamps at
which changes took place in the amount of dross in the bins,
and in the bath. Using this data, the task can be divided
into the subtasks of dross scooping and dross dumping,
yielding the total number of scoops for each condition.
Dividing the total amount of dross particles collected by
the number of scoops gives the average amount of dross
particles per scoop.

In regards to the total number of scoops, no significant
main effect for cues (F (1, 15) = 0.48, p = 0.5000) or
the display type (F (1, 15) = 3.98, p = 0.0644) were
found. Furthermore, no interaction effects are found
(F (1, 15) = 0.00, p = 1.00). The means±the standard
deviations for the MN, MC, HN, HC conditions were
24.50± 11.28, 25.88± 7.30, 26.88± 10.02, and 28.25± 6.75
particles respectively.

Conversely, a statistically significant main effect of
the display was found regarding the average amount of
particles collected per scoop, F (1, 15) = 21.11,p = 0.0004,
such that the average scoop size is larger when using
an HMD, compared to using a desktop monitor. No
significance was found for the main effect of the cues
(F (1, 15) = 0.15,p = 0.7081), or the interaction effect
(F (1, 15) = 0.02,p = 0.8918). The means for the MN, MC,
HN, HC conditions were 14.34, 14.75, 16.75, and 16.95
particles respectively.

These results suggest that the HMD helps operators in
controlling the scoop in such a way that more particles can
be scooped per motion. Relating these results to the ques-
tionnaire answers discussed above, it is a likely assumption
that the use of an HMD improves the manipulability of the
proposed interface.
One possible reason for this could be that because partic-
ipants are more immersed, they forget about the haptic
interface and perceive the connection more as ”grabbing”
the scoop, rather than linking the two devices. This makes
the interaction more intuitive and could explain these im-
provements. Another reason could be that because of the
improvements in depth perception participants could make

a better judgment about the orientation and position of the
scoop.

4.2 Effects of Visual cues on Safety

The visual cues were found to significantly improve the
safety of the operation, such that the peak collision force was
significantly lower, partially confirming the first hypothesis.
This indicates that visual cues are important in improving
the safety of the operation. This statement is supported
by the fact that zero of the six failed repetitions occurred
when the visual cues were present. Similar improvements
in safety have been found in previous research in the
aviation [20] [31], automotive [29], and (narrow) surgery
[27] domains. A likely reason as to why these improvements
are found is that participants were more aware of what
forces are present, and had a better understanding of where
these forces come from (which was a common statement in
the comments of the final questionnaire).

That said, this result is not reflected in the minimum
distance to the steel strip, which opposes the results in stated
previous research. A logical reason for this is that in all
tasks in this previous research, getting close to the forbidden
regions provides no direct benefits and mostly induces risk.
In contrast, in this task getting close to the forbidden regions
(even penetrating them on some occasions) allows opera-
tors to collect more of the dross particles, increasing their
performance scores. The final questionnaire revealed that
operators felt like they were more aware of the perceived
dangers with the presence of visual cues. This is likely the
reason participants did not keep a greater distance to the
steel strip and were willing to accept the risks that come
with that.

4.3 Effects on Performance

In contrast to the first hypothesis, task performance was
not significantly affected by the addition of visual cues.
Borst et al. [20] evaluated the implementation of visual cues
in addition to HA, finding evidence it helped operators
to more accurately follow an optimal trajectory. It was
expected that similarly, the addition of the visual cues
would result in a reduction of the average bath disturbance.
Although a slight decrease was found, the effect was not
significant, suggesting that the visual cues did not help
the participants in recognizing how much disturbance they
are causing to the bath. Additionally, we found relatively
large standard deviations for these datasets (Table 2). This
variability could be explained by the fact that participants
did not receive any direct feedback about how much
disturbance they had caused for each trial (as opposed to
the percentage of dross removed). Most likely, operators
were unaware of the significance of this aspect of the
experiment, despite it being explicitly stated during the
training session.
The absence of an effect for the percentage of dross
removed could be caused by participants having a better
sense of danger, and as a result being more careful in their
navigation around the environment (Section 4.2). This could
prevent the predicted increase of performance, even though
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operators are supplied with additional spatial cues.

The second hypothesis, predicting an improvement in
performance with the use of an HMD, was only partially
confirmed. A significant effect was found for the main
performance measure (percentage of dross removed). This
indicates that the use of an HMD helps operators in effi-
ciently controlling the robot such that more dross can be
removed. This result confirms previous research, in which
performance enhancements were found when depth per-
ception is an important factor [36], and when the interface
is not intuitive [37]. The improvements in performance are
more clearly expressed by the improved manipulability (as
described in Section 4.1).
Even still, although hypothesized. such an effect was not
found in the results of the average bath disturbance. This
indicates that even though the HMD helps operators in
positioning and orienting the scoop, it did not help in accu-
rately keeping the scoop at just the right height, to minimize
bath disturbance. Additionally, as explained above, the large
variability in these results could be caused by a lack of clear
feedback regarding the amount of disturbance caused.

4.4 Effects on user Acceptance
As hypothesized, both the visual cues (H1), as well
as the HMD (H2) result in a significantly improved
user acceptance, for both the satisfaction, as well as the
usefulness score. This is further supported by the scores
of the preferred condition, as seen in Table 2. This result
is in accordance with previous studies, in which similar
improvements in user acceptance were found as a result of
the implementation of visual cues [31] [20] [27], and the use
of an HMD [37]. This study shows that the results found
in these studies can be extended to their use in the HA
teleoperation of an industrial robot.

However, in contrast to the hypothesis (H3), a significant
interaction effect was found for the satisfaction score. The
pair-wise comparison revealed that when one of the meth-
ods was already implemented, participants did not perceive
the interface as more satisfying with the addition of the
other method. A possible explanation for this is that the
visual cues can be distracting, or obstruct the line of sight, as
two participants have commented was sometimes the case.
This could indicate that when the information provided
by these cues is not perceived as useful, user acceptance
might not increase further, as the cues might only serve
as a distraction. This is in analogy with the work of Ho
et al. [31], in which it was found that in some situations, the
visual cues would cause clutter resulting in a decrease in
user acceptance and even decreased performance.

4.5 Future Work
In this study, no evaluations have been done concerning the
operator workload. On the one hand, overloading operators
with excessive information increases workload and could
diminish the benefits that have been found [48]. On the
other hand, visual cues in HA have been shown to reduce
workload, as they can make the haptic information easier
to interpret [49] [27]. As such, investigating how this relates

to the two methods suggested in this research is far from
trivial and could be an interesting topic for future research.
Furthermore, since the visual cues have been implemented
simultaneously, this study provides little insight into the
effects of the individual cues. Obtaining this insight could
lead to a more effective, specialized set of visual cues.

One of the more unexpected results is the improved
manipulability found when using an HMD. Participants
stated feeling more immersed, reporting a sense of
embodiment making the control through the haptic
interface feel more natural. This synergy could also
prove to be beneficial in other tasks requiring dexterous
manipulation, and is worth exploring further.

Additionally, it would also be interesting to investigate
visual feedback for implementations of HA other then VFs,
such as Haptic Shared Control ( [15]). A full adaptation
would require modifying the VF specific visual cues, which
will depend heavily on the type of HA used and application
it is used for. Nonetheless, the other visual cues and the use
of an HMD can quite easily be implemented in any other
type of HA teleoperation interface for industrial robots, and
evaluating their effects would be an interesting extension of
this research.

Finally, in the context of the proposed use case of dross
removal, we suggest the implementation of both visual feed-
back methods. However, some additional research should
be done on the workload and how these results translate to a
real robot. The implementation of both methods will require
multiple sensors and virtualization ( [50]) techniques. This
could prove to be challenging as additional problems such
as sensor noise and delays could diminish the benefits
observed in this study. Before implementation in a real dross
removal environment, these challenges should be investi-
gated.

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, the implementation of a set of visual cues,
as well as the use of an HMD have been found to provide
benefits for the purpose of the HA teleoperation of an in-
dustrial robot using VFs. Both methods, and the interaction
between them, were evaluated in a two-way human factors
experiment for the task of dross removal in a simulated
environment. From the results of this experiment, the fol-
lowing is concluded:

• The visual cues improve the safety of the operation,
helping to prevent collisions with high forces, and
with dangerous obstacles. These effects were found
regardless of the implementation of an HMD.

• The use of an HMD compared to the use of a desk-
top monitor increases the main task performance,
without compromising the safety and accuracy of the
operation.

• Supplementary analysis shows that the manipula-
bility of the system was increased with the imple-
mentation of the HMD as participants were able to
navigate more quickly and manipulate the system
more effectively.
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• The performance and manipulability improvements
caused by the use of an HMD are present regardless
of the implementation of the visual cues.

• In general, system acceptance improved with the im-
plementation of both of the proposed methods. How-
ever, when one of the methods is already present, the
implementation of the other method does not further
increase the satisfaction scores.

These results indicate that although both methods provide
benefits, they do so in different aspects. Task performance
mostly benefits from the use of an HMD, whereas safety
mostly benefits from the use of visual cues. Moreover,
the results for user acceptance indicate that although
both methods improve user acceptance, combining them
might not cause further improvements. As such, interface
designers should be careful to consider the necessity of
including each of the proposed visual feedback methods.

This study takes an important step towards gaining a
better understanding of the importance of visual feedback
design in HA teleoperation. Furthermore, this study adds
to the limited amount of work that has investigated this
interaction and provides new evidence to support the idea
that this synergy is worth exploring further.
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A
Unity Scene

This appendix contains additional information regarding the simulated environment, referred to as the Unity
scene. This information (together with the scientific paper) provides guidance for reproducing this experi-
ment and its environment, as well as additional information for the reader that is interested the simulation
environment and how it is set-up within the Unity game engine.

A.1. Video Demonstration
To get a more comprehensive view of the experiment and the virtual environment in which it takes place, a
video demonstration can be viewed on the following url:

https://vimeo.com/448282487

This video shows one full condition of the experiment (three repetitions in total). Additionally, the starting
questionnaire and the van der Laan questionnaire are shown and filled in as a demonstration. The experi-
mental condition that is shown is the one with the HMD and with visual cues enabled. The actual experiment
is sped up times eight.

A.2. Unity Project Download
To further improve the reproducibility of this research, the full Unity project can be downloaded at the fol-
lowing url:

https://github.com/Avdbergnmf/Public-DrossRemoval-Unity-Project.git

It should be noted that the dross particles have been removed from the project. The reason for this is that
the dross particles are simulated using a paid third party asset called Obi Fluid. To be able to fully use the
scene, the asset should be purchased, and imported separately from the Unity asset store. The full settings
and set-up for the dross particles are discussed in Appendix A.6. However, any other fluid simulator that
works in Unity can be used, with slight modifications to the existing code.

The project was created using Unity 2020.1.9f1. All scripts, shaders and models discussed in this ap-
pendix can be found in this Unity project. Scripts are located in the Scripts folder. The shader for the visual
virtual fixtures is located in Shaders/Custom Shaders/Game Like/Force Fields/Force Field Ripple.shadergraph.
For questions regarding this project, contact the author at: Alex_van_den_berg@hotmail.com.

A.3. External Assets
Most of the environment is custom made and coded. However, several external (third-party) Unity assets
have been used. These assets are listed below:
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• Obi Fluid: A CPU based physics fluid simulator that is well-documented and highly customizable. This
package was used to simulate the dross particles. This is the only paid package that was used.

• NVIDIA FleX : A (GPU based) particle simulator by NVIDIA. This package was used to create a particle
based model of the (end-effector) scoop. These particles were then disabled, but their relative positions
were used to obtain an approximation of the submerged volume of the scoop. In order to achieve this
the package was slightly modified so that the positions of the particles are published, and available
from the Unity editor.

• 3DSystems OpenHaptics: The Unity implementation of the OpenHaptics software, which is the API for
the 3DSystems haptic devices. This was used as the basis for the haptic functionality of the scene.
On itself, the plugin provides the basic functionality by communicating with the device drivers. This
functionality was modified to suit the needs of this project.

• ROS#: A package allowing communication between ROS (Robot Operating System) and Unity. This
package was used to import a robot model through the interpretation of its URDF’s, which contain a
description of a that robot.

Additionally, a set of (native) Unity packages have been used. These packages are listed below:

• Shader Graph: A visual scripting tool used to create custom Shaders (scripts that inform the GPU on
how objects are rendered in the scene).

• Universal RP: Unity’s scriptable rendering pipeline. This made it possible to greatly improve the frame
rate by optimizing the rendering settings.

• XR Interaction Toolkit: This package provides a simple way to manage XR (AR/VR) plugins in Unity. Al-
though this asset is still in preview, its simplicity allows for easily scriptable functionality, which makes
it perfect for this experiment.

A.4. Visual Features
Environment models were provided by a third party to correctly match the target implementation. The ma-
terials and their shaders were custom made, although most of the textures are taken from Unity’s measured
material library.

The visual cues are explained quite extensively in the thesis paper. However, the shader for the virtual
fixtures is relatively complex and is an interesting topic in itself. Therefore, for the exact details on this shader
the reader is referred to Appendix B.

A.4.1. Realistic looking materials
Several shaders were created in order to make the materials as realistic as possible. The idea behind this is
that the participant has an accurate perception of the environment and its layout.

The steel strip was made to be quite shiny so that it stands out, as shown in Figure A.1a. It was made
to look like the strip is moving by scrolling the textures of the material, as well as animating a small vertex
displacement in the shader (scaled by a scrolling gradient noise), making it look like the steel strip is shaking
a little.

The shader for the zinc bath surface is special in that is has a real-time reflection of its environment. This
is done by placing a second virtual camera behind the surface which is positioned using the position of the
used game camera reflected over the bath surface. This image is rendered onto the surface and some effects
are applied to mimic the ripples caused by the steel strip continuously running through it. This mirroring
effect comes with a lot of additional load on the GPU, as the scene now has to be rendered a second time
from another perspective. This gets even worse when using the VR display, as the scene has to be rendered
for each eye, and thus, so does the reflection. However, it is vital that this mirror effect is both realtime and
fully accurate, as when this is not the case it creates a lot of confusion when the scoop comes close to, or is
submerged into, the bath. The resulting look is shown in Figure A.1b.

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/physics/obi-fluid-63067
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/physics/nvidia-flex-for-unity-1-0-beta-120425
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/integration/3d-systems-openhaptics-unity-plugin-134024
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/physics/ros-107085
https://unity.com/shader-graph
https://docs.unity3d.com/Packages/com.unity.render-pipelines.universal@8.2/manual/index.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/Packages/com.unity.xr.interaction.toolkit@0.9/manual/index.html
https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/MeasuredMaterialLibraryHDRP/tree/master/Assets/Measured%20Materials%20Library
https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/MeasuredMaterialLibraryHDRP/tree/master/Assets/Measured%20Materials%20Library
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(a) (b)

Figure A.1: Resulting rendering of the custom shaders of (a) The steel strip, (b) the mirroring zinc bath surface resulting from a custom
shader.

A.5. Robot Control
The control of the robot through the haptic interface is one of the most important aspects of the scene, and
coincidentally one of the most difficult to get right. This is important, as without having a comfortable and
intuitive way to control the robot, it will be very difficult to judge the effects of the visual feedback. How this
is achieved, is (roughly) described in this section.

A.5.1. Kinematics
The first part is the robot kinematics. Although the robot model itself is imported, its physical properties, and
kinematic behaviour is not.
Every link of the robot (other than the base) is made a (physics) rigid body. The colliders of these bodies are
simple (convex) mesh colliders (as shown in Figure A.2). The linear drag of all bodies is set to be equal to 2.0,
their angular drag is set to 0.05, and their mass is set to 1.0. The correct setting for these parameters is such
that unstable behaviour is minimized, yet the robot does not feel heavy or slow. Additionally, it is important
that these drag forces remain low enough so that forces arising from collisions and haptic guidance can still
be easily perceived and distinguished from these drag and inertia forces.

Figure A.2: The colliders of the controller robot.

All bodies are linked together using hinge joints. The maximum joint angle of these joints are appropri-
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Figure A.3: The editor window of the haptic guidance script.

ately limited to realistically constrain movement past certain angles. This also helps to make the behaviour
more stable and intuitive. The joints have a damping value of 2.0. This value is tuned together with that of
the rigid body properties stated above.

To mitigate annoying, hard to control behaviour at the singularities, a spring is implemented at the second
joint, actively pulling the upper arm (the first link) to an upright pose. The spring constant is 10.0, such that
it doesn’t impede movement and is barely noticeable, but still functions as intended.

A.5.2. Haptic Control
The haptic control is managed by linking a chosen position (the robot wrist, in this case) to the position of
the haptic device using a fixed joint. Due to the set-up of the kinematics, simply moving this point manages
the movement of the entire robot.
Movement of the robot results in forces in this fixed joint due to the inertia of the robot, collisions with the
environment, and workspace limits. These forces are scaled and damped before being translated to the (real)
forces felt in the haptic device. The force is scaled by 0.5 and the damping coefficient is 0.333, once again to
ensure stable, comfortable and intuitive control through the haptic interface.

Additionally, it is important to keep in mind the limitations of the haptic interface when tuning these
parameters. The used interface can supply a maximum of 2N of force in each direction. If the maximum
force is already reached, no additional information can be supplied haptically (in that direction).

A.5.3. Haptic Assistance
The final part of the robot control is the haptic assistance. A custom script was written which applies addi-
tional forces directly to the haptic interface. These forces are added on top of the forces that result from the
environment interactions, described above. A custom editor script was written to facilitate the fine-tuning of
the parameters that define the behaviour of each part of the haptic guidance. The resulting view inside of the
Unity editor is shown in Figure A.3.

This script is attached to a game object with a collider. This collider can be of any shape, and defines the
area in which the guidance is applied. The forces are activated and scaled based on the distance between the
selected transform point (position of a game object attached to the robot) and the collider.
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A.6. Dross
A great deal of attention has been paid to the dross particles that are scooped out of the bath. The experiment
was designed with the specific usecase of dross removal in mind. In order to get results relevant to this use-
case, it is desired that the dross behaves as much as real dross as possible. How this was achieved, is described
in this section.

The behaviour of the dross was compared youtube videos of dross skimming12. The specific settings used
for the scripts of the Obi plugins can be found in Figure A.4.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure A.4: (a) The editor window of the Obi Solver script, (b) The inspector window of the Obi Emitter game object, (c) The editor
window of the Obi Blueprint for the dross particles.

Additionally, the way the dross particles interact with the environment also greatly affects the behaviour
of the particles. This interaction is defined by assigning Obi materials to the colliders with which the particles
will interact. Most importantly, the friction of the zinc bath surface is set to be relatively low, while that of the
other materials is relatively high. Additionally, the scoop is made slightly sticky. Because of this, the particles
are more stable when transported in the scoop and don’t fall out as easily, while still being easy to dump in
the bin. The values of all parameters for all materials used are shown in Figure A.5.

1DROSS SKIMMING ROBOT - ABB
Mustafa Neiyi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lskq__LMC_M

2DROSS SKIMMING ROBOT IV / Robomax Robotic
Robomax Robot ve Otomasyon Sistemleri
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LHwTKUlPTk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lskq__LMC_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LHwTKUlPTk
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Figure A.5: The editor window of the Obi material scripts. These are all the materials that were used in the scene.

A.7. Logging and Data processing
Another important aspect of the Unity project is the logging of the data. Unity has no default loggers, but with
a set of C# scripts everything can be logged to csv files quite easily.
For each type of data recorded, a separate script was written, all of which derive from the same class called
logToCSV. This class contains the basic functionality such as creating the log file and writing to it. All log
scripts are then linked to a logging manager script. This script makes sure all logs are created into the correct
folders, and start and stop logging at the right times.

The data was later analysed using Python scripts, using the following libraries:

• Matplotlib - Used for data visualization

• Seaborn - Used for data visualization

• Pandas - Used for processing the data

• SciPy - Used for the statistical analyses

The full code used for the analysis can be downloaded from the following url:

https://github.com/Avdbergnmf/DataProcessing_DrossRemovalThesis.git

https://matplotlib.org/
https://seaborn.pydata.org/
https://pandas.pydata.org/
https://www.scipy.org/
https://github.com/Avdbergnmf/DataProcessing_DrossRemovalThesis.git


B
Virtual Fixtures Shader

The visualization of the virtual fixtures (VFs) is an important part of this research. Because the way in which
this visualization is set up is relatively complex, the full details are explained in this appendix.

The visual VFs were created using a specially written shader. Shaders are used to create materials inside of
Unity, which determine how an object is rendered on the screen. The shader for this visualization is created
using Shader Graph, which is a visual shader scripting method by Unity.
This shader graph will be used to explain how this shader works. Although the shader can be compiled into
code, this will likely not provide much insight for the average reader. Instead, the shader graph is decom-
posed into several parts, each of which is explained in this appendix. Theoretically, the reader can recreate
this shader themselves, or base a new one on the ideas presented here.
Parameters that are material specific (called properties) need to be edited from the Unity editor. These will
be signified by being printed in italic in this appendix. The values of these properties are shown in Figure
B.1. Note that the Emission defines the color of the material, which is different for the three different types of
virtual fixtures.

The full graph is shown in Figure B.2, showing a complete overview of its components. The texturing part
(A) is shown in Figure B.3. This implements a simple hexagonal repeated Pattern (texture), which scrolls over
the object with a speed of Scroll Speed. This texture is then fed into the alpha (transparency) of the material
making it visible. Without a texture it is a lot more difficult to understand the shape and other spatial features
of the visualized virtual fixtures.

The sphere mask (B) of the shader is shown in Figure B.4. A sphere mask (of radius Sphere Radius) is im-
plemented, inside of which the alpha is increased (locally making the material brighter/more opaque). The
Sphere Center is linked to the location of the points used to create the haptic guidance (using a C# script). As
a result, the material gets brighter around these linked locations.

The boundary circle (C) is the part of the shader that is responsible for the outer ring of the brighter area
defined in (B). The boundary circle works quite similar to B, also using a sphere mask (with radius Sphere
Radius). However, the position of the sphere mask Boundary Circle Center is determined by the location on
the virtual fixture’s collider that is closest to the Sphere Center of B (using another C# script). In this way, the
boundary circle always has the same radius, and is centred around the bright spot caused by (B). A zoomed
in screenshot of this part of the shader is shown in Figure B.5.

When the location of the brighter sphere (Sphere Center) is inside of the collider (Circle Center is equal to
Boundary Circle Center) the brighter area will start blinking. This behaviour is defined in (D), shown in Figure
B.6. Here, Enable Blinking is changed to True to enable the blinking.

Finally, the components are combined in part (E) as shown in Figure B.7. The Balance part on the left
simply applies some scaling to make sure the radii of the sphere masks are always correct. The right part
shows how the components are combined and fed into the material to create the end-result.
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Figure B.1: The properties and their values of the virtual fixture shader.

Figure B.2: A screenshot of the full shader graph, showing the overall layout of the separate components and how they are combined.
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Figure B.3: Part A: Texture.

Figure B.4: Part B: Sphere Mask.
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Figure B.5: Part C: Boundary Circle.

Figure B.6: Part D: Blinking.

Figure B.7: Part E: Combining the components.



C
Participant Instructions
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Participant information before starting – 
Goal, method and setup of the experiment 

Introduction  

You are remote operator of a simulated industrial robot (see Figure 4). 

● Your job is to remove dross (a solid contamination in the form of small balls) from a liquid 

(molten) zinc bath. 

● This zinc bath is used in a galvanization process of a steel strip continuously running 

through this bath at high speed. The layout of this environment is shown and explained in 

Figure 1. 

● There are a couple of important aspects, that you as the operator in this simulation need to 

take into account: 

○ Touching the steel strip will cause a lot of (financial and physical) damage – doing 

this in the simulation during the experiment will cause the trial to fail instantly 

○ Touch the environment, especially with high impact forces, will cause damage to 

both the environment and the robot – Exceeding a set collision force in the  

simulation during the experiment will cause the trial to fail instantly 

○ Causing disturbances in the bath deteriorates the quality of galvanization achieved 

by the galvanizing process 

 
Figure 1 - The simulation environment.Here 1 is the main menu for the experiment, which will be shown at the start 
of every experiment and shows the currently active cues. 2 indicates the controlled industrial robot, also shown in 
Figure 4. Number 3 indicates the dross collection bin, in which the dross should be deposited. 4 indicates the zinc 
bath with the dross (balls) floating on top. Number 5 indicates the steel strip which is undergoing the galvanizing 
process. In Figure 2 a topdown view is shown of this same environment, here the number 6 indicates the 
approximate position from which the robot will be viewed, which is the point of view in this figure. 

Goal (of the experiment) 

● To aid in this task, this experiment aims to evaluate if, and the degree to which visual 

feedback contributes to the performance, and operator experience in performing this task. 
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Figure 2 - A topdown view of the simulated environment also shown in Figure 1, where the meanings of the numbers 
are explained in detail. 

Method 

● To achieve this, a simulation enviroment is set up in which the performance of this task can 

be simulated. There are four experimental conditions, which will be presented to you in a 

predetermined order: 

○ Displayed on a monitor, with all visual cues disabled 

○ Displayed on a monitor, with all visual cues enabled 

○ Displayed on a VR head-mounted display, with all visual cues enabled 

○ Displayed on a VR head-mounted display, with all visual cues disabled 

● Every visual and haptic cue will be explained prior to the experiment, and you will be 

requested to test out, understand and get a feel for each of them during this explanation. 

● The commanding of the robot will be achieved by interacting with the 3Dsystems Touch, a 

haptic, 6 degree of freedom telecommunication “joystick”, that transfers haptic feedback in 

translation to the teleoperator (see Figure 3). You can toggle the connection to this robot by 

pressing the dark button (button 2). You will get a chance to test this out and get a feel for 

this before starting the experiment. 
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Figure 3 - The Phantom Omni (https://www.3dsystems.com/haptics-devices/touch). The stylus is the pen-like device 
inserted into the device when not used. The 1 and 2 indicate the buttons that are located on this stylus. Button 1 is 

the one on the back (white/light) and button 2 is the one on the front (black/dark). 

 
Figure 4 - The industrial robot operated during the experiment. The most important parts of the robot are inducated 
with captions inside the figure. The scoop is the object that will be used to scoop out dross from the bath. It is the 

attached to the wrist of the robot, which is going to be the controlled point. The base is stationary and the middle of 
the workrange of the robot. 

Evaluation Criteria 

Your performance in this experiment will be evaluated on the following criteria: 

● Succes – did you manage to remove the dross without touching the steel strip or causing 

collisions with a high impact force? 

● Safety – number of collisions and the maximum impact force 

● Speed - How much dross are you able to scoop out?  

● Accuracy – Did you accidentally drop some dross outside of the collection bin? 

● Bath Disturbance – To minimize disturbance to the bath, it is important you try to not 

submerge the scoop more than necessary and to not move inside the bath faster than 

necessary.  
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Experiment 

Here, a thorough overview of the course of the experiment is given. You will be guided through 

this process each step of the way, though it will help to give you a better understanding of what 

you can expect. 

● Experiment set-up:  

○ After recieving all necessary explanation, you (the operator) will be presented with 

the described simulation environment of the zinc bath with a predetemined set 

experimental condition. You are able to see the state of this condition before starting 

every trial. 

● Experiment overview: 

○ For each of the conditions you will start off by performing a practice trial to familiarize 

yourself with the current set up.  

○ This practice trial is not evaluated and serves to get the operator used to the current 

condition set. However, it is important that you try your best to complete it to the best 

of your ability.  

○ You will perform 3 repetitions for each condition, lasting 5 minutes per repetition. 

○ After each trial you will take a short break. 

○ After completing all trials for a condition, you will be asked fill out a questionnaire in 

which your are asked to evaluate the experience. 

● Trial overview: 

○ In each trial your objective is the same: You will remove as much of the dross as you 

can (represented by small spheres/balls) from the zinc bath and deposit them in the 

dross collection bin (see Figure 1).  

You will do this as carefully, and safely as you can, while still trying to do this in a 

timely manner. 

○ The trial will end under one of these conditions: 

■ The time frame of 5 minutes has passed.  

■ You decide to withdraw from the trial/experiment (there will be no negatve 

consequences for you as a result of this, as described in the consent form) 

■ You fail the experiment by either: 

● Touching the steel strip with the robot 

● Colliding the robot with the environment with a high impact force 
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Participant Consent Information 
Visual feedback for haptic teleoperation with dross removal as a use case 

Please read this information and all other information provided to you carefully, including the 

“Participant information before starting”, and ask any questions to the researcher if you have them.  

Withdrawing participation 

Note that, at any time, you can withdraw from participation of the experiment without having to give a 

reason and without any punishment for doing so.  

Personal Information 

For this experiment your age and gender will be asked at the start. This information is 

collected to that trends relating age/gender to performance might be observed. This 

information is stored anonymously, and is not linked to your name or any other personal 

information. The data will be stored according to the TU Delft Research Data Framework Policy 

(https://www.tudelft.nl/en/library/current-topics/research-data-management/). The policy stipulates 

that research data should be retained for at least 10 years from the end of the research project, unless 

there are valid reasons not to do so.  

The data is stored on the TU Delft research data repository (accessible by project members: the 

researcher, Alex van den Berg), and on the Heemskerk Innovative Technology (HIT) company repository 

(accessible only by HIT personnel). 

Contact 

If you have any questions about the research you can contact the appropriate person by using 

the contact information below. 

Contact details:  

• Researcher: Alex van den Berg, A.vandenBerg-2@student.tudelft.nl, +31642149934 

• Data Protection Officer: Drs. Y. Türkyilmaz-van der Velden,  

Y.Turkyilmaz-vanderVelden@tudelft.nl   

• University Supervisor: Prof.dr.ir. D.A. (David) Abbink, D.A.Abbink@tudelft.nl 

• Company Supervisor: Cock J. M. Heemskerk, PhD,  

c.heemskerk@heemskerk-innovative.nl  
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VR Headset – VR sickness 

For part of the experiment you will be wearing a VR headset. Although the experiment is set-

up in a way to minimize this, there is a risk of experiencing VR sickness, resulting in nausea 

and ‘dizzyness’. If you experience any type of discomfort during this experiment, please 

report this to the experimentor immeadiately so that the experiment can be halted. If you are known to 

get motion-sick quite easily, please indicate this to the experimentor so that he is aware of this. 

 

COVID-19 precautions 

During this experiment you will come into physical contact with some digital devices (the 

Vive pro VR display and the 3DSystems Touch, haptic joystick). This comes with the risk of 

being exposed to COVID-19 (the coronavirus). To minimize this risk, the researcher and 

participant (you) ensure the following precautions: 

• Contact time between experimentor and participant (you) is minimized by sending information 

prior to the experiment if possible. 

• Any object the you might come into contact with for this experiment is thoroughly cleaned using 

soap or alcohol wipes in between every participant 

• A special room is set up where the experiment takes place. In this room at most only the 

experimentor and the participant are present. 

• A distance of 1.5 meter between the participant and experimentor is maintained throughout the 

entirety of the experiment (social distancing). 

• You are asked to wash your hands when arriving at the experiment location, and before leaving. 

• If you are experiencing symptoms of a cold/flu, or live with people who do, please stay at 

home and refrain from participation. 

• If you need to travel by public transport to attend this experiment, you are asked not to, and 

refrain from participation. 
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Participant Consent Form
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Consent Form for  
Visual feedback for haptic teleoperation with dross removal as a use case 

  
Please tick the appropriate boxes Yes No  

Taking part in the study    

I have read and understood the study information dated 20/04/2020, or it has been read to 
me. I have been able to ask questions about the study and my questions have been answered 
to my satisfaction. 

   

I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study and understand that I can refuse to 
answer questions and I can withdraw from the study at any time, without having to give a 
reason.  

  

 

 

I understand that taking part in the study involves the capturing of spatial and force data in a 
simulated environment, and a survey questionnaire completed by the you (the participant) 

Risks associated with participating in the study 

 

 

 

 

 

I understand that taking part in the study involves the following risks:  

• mental discomfort due to VR motion sickness 

• An increased risk of exposure to Covid-19 (the coronavirus) 

   

Use of the information in the study    

I understand that information I provide will be used for a possible paper publication, the 
resulting report for the researchers master thesis, the possible development and/or 
adjustment of a control system of a dross removal system (the target use-case of this study), 
possible publication of the (aggregated) experiment results on the company website 
(https://heemskerk-innovative.nl/)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

I understand that personal information collected about me that can identify me, such as age 
and gender, will not be shared beyond the study team.  

 

 

 

 

 

Future use and reuse of the information by others    

I give permission for the anonymised logged simulation data (positional, and force data) and 
questionnaire results along with my age and gender that I provide to be archived (in 
aggregated form) in TU Delft Research data repository so it can be used for future research 
and learning. 

   

 

Signatures 

   

 
_____________________              __________________   ________  
Name of participant                                    Signature                 Date 

   

    

I have accurately read out the information sheet to the potential participant and, to the best of 
my ability, ensured that the participant understands to what they are freely consenting. 

 

________________________  _________________     ________  

Researcher name                 Signature                  Date 

   

For further information, contact the researcher:   
Alex van den Berg, +31642149934, Alex_van_den_berg@hotmail.com 

   

 



E
Questionnaires

This appendix shows screenshots of all the questionnaires. These questionnaires were filled out and logged
inside of the Unity environment.

This is the starting questionnaire, in which participants were asked to fill out some basic info that was
used for the demographics.

This screenshow shows the van der Laan[1] user acceptance questionnaire. The sliders could only be
placed at integer values.
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This is the final questionnaire. The comments written in these answers were used to gain additional
insight into the results of the dependent measures.



F
Shapiro Wilk Test of Normality Results

The Shapiro Wilk results for all datasets are shown in Table F.1. The abbreviations for the experimental con-
ditions are as follows:

• MN : Monitor display, and No visual cues

• MC: Monitor display, and with visual Cues

• HN : HMD, and No visual cues

• HC: HMD, and with visual Cues

Table F.1: Resulting values of the Shapiro Wilk test of normality. Significant values (p ≤ 0.05) indicate non-normality and are printed in
bold.

dataset MC HC MN HN
w value: Number of scoops 0.977 0.975 0.967 0.961
p value: Number of scoops 0.932 0.906 0.787 0.688
w value: Average scoopsize 0.943 0.919 0.943 0.967
p value: Average scoopsize 0.385 0.164 0.386 0.794
w value: van der laan Usefulness 0.911 0.818 0.808 0.935
p value: van der laan Usefulness 0.123 0.005 0.004 0.295
w value: van der laan Satisfying 0.914 0.843 0.917 0.932
p value: van der laan Satisfying 0.135 0.011 0.153 0.265
w value: Maximum scoop flux 0.897 0.763 0.886 0.912
p value: Maximum scoop flux 0.072 0.001 0.048 0.126
w value: Minimum distance to steel strip 0.889 0.827 0.903 0.88
p value: Minimum distance to steel strip 0.054 0.006 0.09 0.038
w value: Dross Removed 0.977 0.962 0.926 0.961
p value: Dross Removed 0.939 0.703 0.21 0.685
w value: Average Disturbance 0.846 0.693 0.714 0.619
p value: Average Disturbance 0.012 0.001 0.001 0.001
w value: Average velocity 0.969 0.967 0.955 0.959
p value: Average velocity 0.827 0.793 0.575 0.651
w value: Maximum collision force 0.949 0.922 0.962 0.919
p value: Maximum collision force 0.474 0.181 0.693 0.161
w value: Accuracy dross dumping 0.9 0.944 0.802 0.812
p value: Accuracy dross dumping 0.079 0.398 0.003 0.004
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Two-way RM ANOVA Results

Table G.1 contains the results of the two way repeated measures ANOVA for all recorded and calculated data.
Data that did not pass the Shapiro Wilk test of normality F was transformed using the Aligned Rank Transform
[2].

Table G.1: Results of the two way repeated measures ANOVA for all recorded and calculated data. Significant effects (p ≤ 0.05) are printed
in bold.

dataset Cues: Pr >F Cues: F Value Display: Pr >F Display: F Value Cues:Display: Pr >F Cues:Display: F Value
Number of scoops 0.63148496 0.239729 0.117467 2.758908 0.828601 0.048536
Average scoopsize 0.93171451 0.007593 9.76E-05 27.58361 0.531416 0.410432
van der laan Usefulness 0.00120623 15.8444 0.000959 16.75566 0.040526 5.025379
van der laan Satisfying 0.010018508 8.677755 9.56E-06 42.6087 0.131645 2.54284
Maximum scoop flux 0.019980333 6.775476 0.059458 4.158173 0.896845 0.017388
Minimum distance to steel strip 0.139897202 2.429752 0.351844 0.9233 0.53415 0.404919
Dross Removed 0.786007849 0.076401 0.003874 11.63113 0.715412 0.138062
Average Disturbance 0.088649156 3.315181 0.857337 0.033447 0.398865 0.75409
Average velocity 0.214134533 1.682927 0.037148 5.230168 0.868701 0.028279
Maximum collision force 0.000362958 20.95179 0.669041 0.190102 0.313844 1.086096
Accuracy dross dumping 0.306780221 1.119444 0.689203 0.166277 0.967566 0.001709
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Other Results

The boxplots and barplots of all the results that were recorded and calculated are displayed in this appendix.
Dependent measures that were not discussed in the scientific paper are briefly explained in the figure caption.
The marks denote significance, where • p ≤ 0.05, •• p ≤ 0.01, ••• p ≤ 0.001.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure H.1: (a) The amount of dross that landed in the bins divided by the amount of dross that was taken out of the bath (b) Average
Disturbance (c) Average Scoop Size

(a) (b) (c)

Figure H.2: (a) Average Velocity (b) Fraction of Dross removed (c) Peak Collision Force

(a) (b) (c)

Figure H.3: (a) Maximum value for the change in the submerged volume (fraction removed difference/stepsize) (b) Minimum Distance
to Steel Strip (c) Number of Scoops
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(a) (b)

Figure H.4: (a) van der Laan Satisfying Scores (b) van der Laan Usefulness Scores

Figure H.5: Van der Laan acceptance scores[1]; on the horizontal axis the satisfying dimension and on the vertical axis the usefulness
dimension. Scores are in the range of (-2,2). The center points are the median values, and the colored lines show 25% percentile ranges.
The other marks are the seperate datapoints of all participants.

(a) (b)

Figure H.6: (a) Number of Failed Trials (b) Preferred Condition
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